Risk Assessment Manual

Box 2: Example of risk characterizatio
n
— se vere respiratory disease
Event: A cluster of 22 cases of severe respiratory disease with seven deaths in country x were
admitted to hospital over the past 17 days. The event is occurring 8 km from the border and
cases have been reported from three villages by a local health-care worker (HCW). The area is
the poorest in country x and health infrastructure is limited. Many of theshealth care facilitie
charge a consultatio
n
f ee and consequently the local populatio
n
sel f -medicates during mild
illness. There are also strong beliefs that `strange diseases´ are caused by sorcery.
Riskn questio: What is the likelihood of further spread of severe cases of respiratory disease and
what would be the consequences (type and magnitude)
i
to public health if this were to occur?
Informatio
n
us ed t o assess the likelihood of further spread:
24

• cases are stil
l bei ng r eported 17 days after the first known cases were detected
• the specifichaz ard and mode(s) of transmission have not
i beeneidentif d
• it is also likely that some cases are not being detected (e.g. mild cases are less likely to seek
care from health services and are therefore not included in the offical r eports).
Therefore it is highly likely that further cases will occur if nothing is done.
Informatio
n
us ed t o assess the consequences of further spread:
• the disease has a high case fatality ratio(e ven whengunder-reportin is t aken into account)
• the health-care system is poor and the ability to treat the cases is already limited; new
admissions will further stress acute care services and lead to worse clinical outcomes for
hospitalized patie
n
ts
• negative economic and social impact of the cases and deaths in thes affected communitie
• there isl potentia f or unrest in communitie bec ause of cultural beliefs that sorcery is causing
the deaths
• the event is occurring in a border area and could affect the neighbouring country.
Therefore the consequences if further cases occur will be severe.
Using the risk matrix to combine
a the estim te of the likelihood
a
and the estim te of
consequences leads to an
a estim te of the overall risk; in this case, the overall level of risk is high.
Theeconfidnce in the ri sk asses sme n t is low-medium.
Although the report is from a local HCW, the informatio
n
is lim
i t ed and it is not clear if the HCW
has examined the suspect cases orgis reportin a rumo ur .
Often at the start of a series of assessments, the risk assessment team will face the type of scenario
outlined in Example B. The risk assessment will then rely on the opinion of the team and the
interpretatio
n
of the lim
i t ed informatio
n
a vailable.
It should be emphasized that a risk assessment with very low or elow confidnce does not indicate
a poor risk assessment; rather it creflets the informatio
n
available when the risk assessment was
undertaken and the limitatio
n
s of the data. It is important to include theeconfidnce level in any
conclusions and recommendatio
n
s of a ri sk asses sme n t (see Box 2).

